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Opinion

What Fund Directors Can Learn From SAC
Capital
August 13, 2013

Guest columnist Donna Boehme is a principal of Compliance Strategists. She was the first ethics and
compliance officer for two multinational corporations.

Criminal charges against SAC Capital Advisors for allegedly fostering an insider trading culture are a
reminder of the increased scrutiny all asset management organizations are under for such compliance
missteps. The unfolding case holds some timely takeaways for fund boards on the importance of fostering a
compliance-oriented work environment and conducting vigorous oversight during this tougher enforcement
era.

The joint probe by Preet Bharara, U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, and the Securities
and Exchange Commission, seeks to land its biggest fish yet with the criminal indictment of the $15 billion
hedge fund for violations that were “substantial, pervasive and on a scale without known precedent,”
according to the government’s indictment. And with at least six former employees pleading guilty to
criminal charges, the firm’s assurances to investors that it had invested “tens of millions” in a state-of-the-art
compliance program, including an impressive team of 38 full-time professionals, now fall rather flat.

These developments highlight the role of fund leadership, including independent directors, in fostering and
monitoring a compliance environment that prevents and detects illegal dealings and promotes legal and
ethical best practices. Below are some key focus points that all mutual fund directors should prioritize in
their attempts to maintain an insider-trading-free workplace that acts in investors’ interests.

The Compliance Rule Is a Floor, Not a Ceiling

Rule 38a-1 of the Investment Company Act, setting out the basic expectations for fund compliance and
oversight, is a good place for boards, advisers and CCOs to start. But in the end, a board must take an
increasingly active role in empowering and setting the tone and priorities for the compliance function.

As the SAC Capital case demonstrates, compliance programs may look good on paper, but policies,
procedures, headcount and budget alone do not an effective program make. It’s the job of every
compliance-savvy board to become educated about the best practices of its peers and ask tough questions in
the boardroom about how policies are implemented, reviewed and enforced. The board should ensure it has
received the latest in compliance training and a benchmarking report on current industry compliance
practices. Instead of bringing in big law firms for the typical “helicopter” training, directors should consider
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an independent external compliance specialist, especially one with previous experience as a fund CCO,
who can speak from the trenches about what’s really important.

Culture Always Trumps Compliance

A check-the-box compliance program without a focus on organizational culture is bound to end in
unwanted headlines or worse. SAC Capital had a robust compliance program on paper but a culture that
Bharara has called “a veritable magnet for market cheaters.” In the end, individuals decide whether to
follow the rules set by compliance, and that decision is influenced largely by culture. If a fund adviser hasn’t
conducted an independent culture assessment recently, that should be on top of the board’s to-do list.

The Devil’s in the Details

A compliance program designed with all the necessary bells and whistles is useless if it is not effectively
implemented and monitored. The program must be driven from the top by words and especially action. For
example, expert networks, used correctly, can be an important tool in the investment research process and
are perfectly legal. But as the SAC Capital case vividly demonstrates, the devil’s in the details. As
Columbia University law professor John Coffee told MarketWatch: “I’m not saying there aren’t legitimate
expert networking firms, but they are a little bit like putting a group of teenagers together in one room with a
lot of booze – something is going to happen.”

Relying on a robust paper policy to meet Rule 38a-1 requirements has never been a proper discharge of the
board’s oversight accountability. A savvy board should demand periodic independent evaluation of the
adviser’s compliance program implementation to make sure policy and reality match.

Hedge funds have been at the center of numerous corporate scandals since the 2008 financial meltdown.
But the unprecedented insider trading crackdown is also knocking at the mutual fund door, as predicted by
a Nov. 20, 2010, Wall Street Journal article warning of the potential for a “far-reaching” insider trading
probe to “ensnare consultants…mutual-fund traders and analysts across the nation.” Every case of insider
trading within the industry, as with the 2011 investigation of Schroders manager David Baldt, shakes the
confidence of already uncertain retail investors.

All this makes it necessary for fund boards to take a proactive stance on compliance and culture or risk
becoming another fish for Bharara and the SEC task force.


